Synthetic textured bases may be ideal for certain patterns in this collection. Please visit our website to see additional patterns from this collection suited for this technology, as well as the available textures.

ZOLA
A VIRGINIA LANGLEY COLLECTION
While walking around on my ranch, I had collected these leaves and photographed them against the sand and earth. As the sunlight reflected through them, I was drawn to the effects of the overlaying and the details there in.

Zola is inspired by the beauty and serenity of the natural textures found in stone, sand, and leaves and by the elements that carry and shape them as they are transformed by age. In the Zulu language of Southern Africa, Zola means “quiet and tranquil.” I found this to be the ideal description of how I would like one to feel as they look on to these designs.
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Synthtex textured backs may be ideal for certain patterns in this collection. Please visit our website to see additional patterns from this collection suited for this technology, as well as the available textures.

VL22475-MW247
Four Door Rug
Corridor

VL13487-MW247
48’ (l) X 9’ (w) Corridor
Area Shown: 22’6” (l) W 9’ (w)